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ABSTRACT 
This thesis designs, develops and tests a computer-assisted system to construct final 
examination schedules at the Naval Postgraduate School. The system is based on a greedy 
heuristic that produces high quality solutions for 200 examinations in a few minutes on a 
personal computer. Comparisons between computer constructed schedules and the manual 
schedule for the 1994 winter quarter show the manual schedule's superiority. Despite this 
observation, the computer system's ability to rapidly produce feasible schedules (approXimately 
15 minutes compared to 5 days) makes it ideal to assist the schedulers and to conduct policy 
studies. One policy stlJdy conducted in this thesis shows a reduction in classrooms reserved 
solely for final exams has little impact on the quality of the schedule. Another poliCY study shows 
the difficulty of finding any schedule without some students having back-to-back examinatIOns. 
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BXECO'TIVB SOHHARY 
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) , in Monterey, 
California, offers courses during four separate quarters each 
year. Courses start and finish in a period of 12 weeks. The 
last week of the course is dedicated to final examinations. 
The schedulers in the Registrar's Office are charged with 
the construction of a final examination schedule complying 
with several rigid constra~nts and, if possible, maximizing 
several desirable features. Currently the final examination 
schedule is constructed by the schedulers manually in an 
intense process that lasts one week. The schedule ~s 
constructed using rules of thumb developed during the last 25 
years. This thesis designs, develops and tests a computer-
assisted system to help the schedulers. 
The problem of examination scheduling, or examination 
timetabling, is common to many educational institutions and 
has been studied previously by many authors. The solutions 
found in the open literature are designed for the specific 
problems of those institutions. A general definition of the 
problem that could be adapted to the peculiarities of the NPS 
is not available. Although the scheduling problem can be 
modeled as a m~xed integer programming problem, solving the 
problem optimally is commonly considered untractable for the 
xi 
dimensions found at the NPS. Therefore this thesis develops 
and solves the problem heuristically. 
There are three main objectives for the system. First, to 
shorten the time the schedulers dedicate to final examination 
scheduling. Second, to provide a method to evaluate the 
quality of the schedules and therefore, improve them. Third, 
to provide a means to obtain, in a short time, high quality 
solutions wh~ch allow policy issues to be studied. 
'TWo programs have been developed to meet the objectives. 
The first constructs examination schedules using a greedy 
heuristic algorithm and evaluates the solutions obtained. The 
second program calculates the same evaluation for schedules 
contained in an external file (the manual schedule). 
The heuristic algorithm uses a set of coefficients to 
evaluate the scheduling complexity of every exam. Changes in 
the values of these coefficients modifies the scheduling 
complexity of every exam and therefore the solution. The 
system implemented includes five different of 
coefficients to evaluate the complexity. The user can change 
these coefficients. The MOE's permit the user to pick the best 
solution. The number five has been chosen arbitrarily based on 
an acceptable time of execution, increased probability of 
getting a good solution and to prov~de good solutions over 
different quarters. 
The program was executed using the Winter 1994 Quarter 
data and the best computer schedule and the manual schedule 
xii 
are compared. As expected the quality of the automatic 
solution is not as high as that of the manual solution, but 
not so low as to consider l-t invalid. The computer schedule ~s 
considered to be of high enough quality that the schedulers 
could use ~t as a starting point. In an emergency situation 
the computer schedule could be adapted by NPS. 
Two sample policy studies were conducted to demonstrate 
this use of the computer system. The first studies the impact 
of a reduction in the number of classrooms available for 
examlnations. For a reduction of 11 classrooms of several 
sizes (all first floor of Glasgow Hall) a schedule is obtained 
containing all courses and with only a small lost of quality 
in the solution. The policy study investigated the impact of 
not permitting back-to-back examinations for the students. The 
system could not find any schedule that did not have back-to-
back examinations for at least some students. The best 
schedule in this case is unable to schedule six examinations. 
The conclusions obtained from this study are that it is 
possible to help the schedulers and probably to shorten the 
time required for final examinations scheduling by providing 
them with a computer-assisted initial solution. The Measures 
of Effectiveness can be applied to any solution by means of 
the stand-alone program and can be used to compare different 
solutlons. Finally the quality of the schedules provided by 
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I. IN'l'RODt1C'l'ION 
A. 'l'HB NAVAL POS'l'GRADt1A'l'B SCHOOL 
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) at Monterey, 
California, is an academic institution dedicated to 
increasing the combat effectiveness of the United States Navy 
and Marine Corps by providing post-baccalaureate degree and 
nondegree programs in a variety of subspecialty areas not 
available through other educational institutions [Ref IJ. 
There 11 Academic Departments and four 
interd~sciplinary academic Groups offering a total of 37 
programs to approximately 1800 students. Most of the students 
pursue one of the several Master degrees, same are pursuing a 
dual Master and some others are involved in a PhD program. The 
duration of the Master programs varies between one and twa and 
a half years. Most of the curricula begin every six months. 
This means that in a curriculum such as Operations Analysis, 
which last 2 years, at any time there are 4 sections of 
students in d~fferent stages of their studies. 
The academ~c calendar at NPS is structured into four three 
month quarters. Final examinations are required for all 
courses during the final week of each quarter (Monday through 
Thursday). The Registrar's office is charged with producing 
a course schedule for lectures and a final examination 
schedule which takes into account academic and student needs. 
B. PJ:NAL BXAlIINA'l'ION SCHBDOLING A'l' NPS 
The course schedule and the final examination schedule 
must be such that every student can take the courses they 
request. There are a few exceptions to this which are 
negotiated on a case by case basis between the schedulers and 
the pertinent Curricular Officer. 
The problem, in its basic form, consists of asslgning the 
set of examinations to a set of available periods and 
classrooms, so that no student has more than one examination 
in the same period. This problem is not difficult when all 
students, in the same stage of their curriculum, are enrolled 
in the same set of courses. However, as their studies 
progress, NPS students have increasing opportunities to take 
elective courses in their own or in other academic 
departments. 
The basic problem outlined above becomes even more complex 
when some rigid constraints are added, such as classsroom 
availability, time available, maximum daily number of exams 
per student, and maximum daily number of exams per professor. 
These are only some constraints from a complete list given in 
Section II. F. Other desirable characteristics of the schedule 
are considered as additional lower priority constraints and 
are listed in Section II.G. 
currently the final examination timetable is produced 
manually in a process that takes one week and requires the 
complete dedication of very experienced personnel. This manual 
process produces only one solution to the problem. The final 
examination scheduling is one of the final steps in the two 
month process of course and final examination scheduling. 
The scheduling process is structured in several steps. 
First it is necessary to forecast the courses to be taught and 
consequently needs for faculty and rooms. This forecasting 
step is carried out up to a year in advance of the quarter of 
interest. Second, an iterative pre-scheduling process is 
carried out to clearly determine which courses are to be 
offered in the quarter, what students are going to take them 
and what faculty members are going to teach them. This step is 
carried out at the beginning of the quarter previous to that 
being scheduled. With the information from the previous step 
and a knowledge of available rooms, the next step assigns 
periods and rooms for each course. This process, which lasts 
six or seven weeks, is carried out by very experienced 
personnel using manual methods and rules of thumb developed 
during the last twenty five years. Finally. once the class 
schedule is done, it is necessary to construct the final 
exam~nations schedule to be executed during the twelfth week 
of the quarter. 
C. GOALS FOR 'l'HB USBAllCH 
The present manual scheduling process frequently requires 
the schedulers to work overtime, this situation may worsen if 
the number of students in the School increases, there are 
fewer rooms available, or the number of curricula increases. 
Also if one of the schedulers is not available, the workload 
for the others becomes insurmountable. In this situation it 1-S 
very difficult to spend time investigating alternatives not 
aimed to solve the immediate problem. 
This thesis develops a computer-assisted schedulJ.ng 
program to produce final exam timetables. The goals of this 
research are: 
1. Shorten Time 
While it is possible to shorten the time needed to 
produce the final examinat1-on schedule, this is only a small 
part of the total time needed. This goal is therefore 
qualified by the following observations: 
The time taken currently by this process is approximately 
10 person days. Even when time could be saved in the 
actual process of scheduling the final examinations, 
collateral work of preparing and entering input data could 
not be reduced very much. Any computer solution also 
requires detailed inspection. 
The early date in the previous quarter at which no changes 
in course registration are permitted, causes numerous 
registration changes in the first two weeks of every 
quarter. This fact limits the value of the solution 
obtained. If the time to produce the final examination 
schedule 1-S shortened, more time could be available for 
the students to choose their next quarter courses and 
hopefully fewer changes in registration would occur during 
the first two weeks of a quarter and therefore the f~nal 
examinations schedule would be more valid. 
Providing the students with more time to decide their next 
quarter enrollment has a limit given by the time necessary 
for the Bookstore to get the books necessary for the next 
quarter. 
Courses and final exarninat~ons can't be scheduled 
simultaneously since it is desired to assign the final 
examination for a course to the same room used for 
lectures, whenever possible. Therefore final examination 
scheduling cannot be attempted unt~l the course schedule 
is finished. 
2 • Improve OUali ty ~ SUpport Scheduler 
It is doubtful that any computer-assisted scheduling 
program can yield a better schedule than those generated by 
the schedulers. This is true since it is almost impossible for 
a program to capture every single factor taken into account by 
two exper~enced schedulers. 
The computer-assisted process developed in this thesis 
can provide the schedulers with some inforrnat~on which could 
help them in their search for a solut~on. First, if the 
computer can reach a feasible solution they can, at least, get 
the same and hopefully improve it. Second, the computer-
ass~sted solution can provide the scheduler with data about 
room util~zation, number of course conflicts, etc. Third, the 
computer-assisted solution prov~des a method for evaluating 
the quality of different manual or automatic solutions. 
3. PO~idY Studie. 
If the computer-assisted method provides reasonably 
acceptable solutions, even when not as good as the solut~on 
provided by the manual process, it would be possible to 
perform tests of how the solution is affected by several 
policy var~ables, l~ke time available, the number of rooms 
available, the number of courses requiring final examination, 
etc. The provision of several measures of effectiveness would 
permit these studies. 
D. KB'l'HOD 
The steps performed in this thesis to arrive to a solution 
are the following: 
• Clearly define the objective and secondary goals of the 
computer-assisted solut~on, including the constraints of 
the problem and desired features. 
Build an electronic data base of course calls and faculty 
assignments. 
Develop a data base of courses, rooms and facul ty . 
• Develop Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) for various aspects 
of the schedule. 
Develop a weight-driven exam scheduling heuristic to 
quickly produce schedules and evaluate MOEs. 
Perform studies of various policy options. 
II. 'l'HESJ:S STllt1CTm\B 
This thesis is structured in the following way: 
Chapter I presents an introduction to the problem of final 
examination scheduling in the NPS. 
• Chapter II references previous studies at NPS and similar 
problems in other institutions. This chapter also defines 
NPS's goals, constraints and other desirable features. 
Chapter III defines Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) to 
evaluate solution quality. 
Chapter IV defines the data used to get the final exam 
schedule. 
Chapter V describes the heuristic method used in the 
computer algorithm. 
• Chapter VI analyzes the results obtained by the manual 
method and the computer-assisted method. 
Chapter VII explores two policy studies. 
Chapter VIII presents the conclusions and recormnendations. 
Appendix A presents a Glossary of the terms used in the 
thesis. 
• Appendix B presents the designators of each academic 
department. 
• Appendix C presents the floor preferences for each 
academic department. 
• Appendix D is a high level flow chart of the program to 
construct the schedule. 
• Appendix E is a flow chart of the algorithrn used to rank 
periods. 
• Appendix F presents a sample of the solution output. 
II. PROBLl&II DIISCR:IP'l':ION 
A. 'l'KR NPS F:INAL BXAHS SCHIlDULING PROBLBH 
At NPS there have been at least two previous attempts to 
solve the final examinations scheduling problem by computer-
assisted methods. In 1966 HAMS [Ref.31, the Heuristic AcademlC 
Master Scheduler was created. This program didn't succeed due 
to its inability to get a feasible solution for all the exams. 
In 1985 there was another attempt by Fiegas [Ref.41. It 
proposes an heuristic algc_lthm in which exams are assigned to 
periods without any special pre-arrangement. If there are 
exams that could not be allocated to any period, (called 
blocked exams 1 a new arrangement is made in the order the 
exams are processed by the algorithm, this procedure is then 
repeated using some rules until a feasible solut~on is 
obtained or the number of iterations exceeds a pre-established 
limit. 
B. LI'l'DA'1'tJRB 
In the open literature several approaches have been made 
to the examination scheduling. Broder [Ref. 5] proposes a 
method to yield a minimal number of student conflicts in 
scheduling final examinations. The goal is achieved by 
iteratively evaluating a nonlinear set of equations. The 
process implements a random selection of assignments. This 
heuristic can f~nd many solutions that are not neccesarily 
optimum, but are locally minimal. No effort is made to 
improve the solution obtained. 
The other possible approaches to this problem would be to 
define and solve an integer linear programming model. The 
literature about this topic abounds with ev~dence that this 
type of problem becomes untractable as soon as the number of 
course, room and time constraints grows above some limits. 
Those limits are certainly exceeded by the NPS problem. 
A similar problem is studied by Eglese et al. [Ref.I01. 
Their study produces a tunetable for seminars offered in a 
week (four days) conference. The number of different seminars 
to schedule are IS, they can be repeated any number of times, 
though w~th some constraints about maximum and minimum number 
of participants. There are constraints imposed by the number 
of rooms available (seven), the requirement of some seminar 
leaders for blackout facilities in the rooms ass~gned to them 
(only 5), and the fact that one seminar leader was responsible 
for two of the seminars. The number of participants is 265, 
each one makes an advance request for the four seminars in 
wh~ch he desires to participate. This problem, evidently 
smaller than that of scheduling the final examinations at the 
NPS, is formulated by the authors as a m~xed integer linear-
prograrnm~ng problem. The formulation requires over 15,000 
variables, including 60 binary variables. 
David Johnson [Ref.II] present a study of the final exams 
scheduling problem at the university of South Pacific (Fiji). 
The dimensions of the problem are the following: 
10 exam days with two sessions each one, making a total of 
20 sessions. 
2350 students. 
200 examinations have to be scheduled at the end of each 
semester. 
The constraints of the problem are the following: 
• The timetable must avoid all student conflicts. 
• All examinations should be completed in at most 2 weeks 
(20 sessions). 
• It must be possible to accomodate all candidates in the 
various examination rooms available. 
• Those examinations with a larger number of candidates 
should come earlier 1n the examination period to allow the 
maximum time for marking. 
• Where a student is taking more than one examination, these 
should be spread out throughout the 2 weeks if at all 
possible so that there is some time for preparation before 
each examination. 
For the previous problem an integer linear programming 
model is formulated, with the objective function of minimizing 
the overall number of consecutive examinations. The 
formulation presented doesn't take into account several 
constraints imposed in the NPS problem. For the formulation 
presented a problem involving 100 examinations extended over 
20 sessions and requiring one room for each exam would lead to 
10 
287.240 constraints in 96.050 binary variables. The author 
concludes that even after improving the formulation af the 
integer programming model, ~t would not be practical to solve 
the model. 
Carter [Ref.12] identifies the problem of finding a 
confll.ct free timetable with the vertex coloring problem, 
which ~s known to be NP-complete. His conclusions states: 
When the problem is expressed mathematically, the numbers 
of variables and constraints become unmanageably large for 
practical size problems. 
Later, Carter et al. [Ref.13] study the classroom 
assignment problem. The final examination problem matches the 
definition of interval classroom assignment problem presented 
by these authors. They show the feasibility test to be 
polynomially solvable in a (n) time and the problem of finding 
a solution (not optimal) to be NP-complete and therefore 
assumed unsolvable. 
Most of the approaches to the final examinations 
scheduling problem reject an integer linear programming 
method because its complexity. Instead, the cornman approach is 
by means of an heuristic algorithm. 
The approach adopted in this thesis is to develop a 
heuristic algorithm that constructs a solution with reasonable 
quality (a good solution) in a reasonable computing time. 
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C. DIIIIIlNSIONS OF 'l'HB NPS PllOBLBH 
The dimensions of the NPS problem for the 1994 Winter 
Quarter are indicated below. The dimensions are similar for 
other quarters. 
• Number of students:: 1778 
• Number of classrooms :: 74 
Number of periods:: 16 
Number of professor~exams :: 216 (professor-exam is defined 
in Appendix A) 
Average number of conflicts for each course:: 7.7 
• Maximum number of conflicts for a course:: 81 
• Minimum number of conflicts for a course :: 1 
D. SOMB AltGtnmNTS St1PPORTING 'l'HB SELECTION OF TBII: HBoaIST:IC 
APPROACH 
The cons~derations discussed in the preceding section led 
the author of this thesis to choose the approach of developing 
an heuristic algorithm as a way of obtaining a good, although 
not necessarily optimal, solution for the scheduling problem. 
Other arguments supporting this approach are the following: 
• Some of the constraints expressed in Chapter II Sections 
F and G, such as room preferences. are very difficult to 
model in an integer linear programming model but are 
easily applied in an heuristic model. 
The heur~stic approach follows what is being done by hand 
to obtain a solution. This allows the program to use 
heuristics that have matured and improved over more than 
20 years of accumulated experience. 
12 
If there are changes in the future, it may be easier to 
add or change constraints in the heuristic algoritrun than 
in an integer linear programming definition. 
The heuristic program runs in a personal computer in a 
predictable time. An integer problem of this dimension, if 
it were feasible to solve, probably could not be run 
quickly on a personal computer. 
B. PRBVlOtJS DBSCRIP'l'IONS or 'rRB PROBLBH. 
The problem at NPS has been studied by Nolan and 
Youngblood [Ref.2J. 
Like scheduling courses for the regular instruction 
period, scheduling final exams involves selecting time 
periods and rooms, Unlike scheduling for the regular 
instruction period, however, only one two-hour tlme period 
is required for each course, regardless of the number of 
segments or credit hours, and frequently more than one 
room is required to accomodate the students in all 
segments. 
The authors make an exhaustive description of the final 
examination schedule problem, the constraints and "unwritten 
rules" of the process and a step by step description of the 
manual process. The salient features of their descriptlon and 
conversations with the course-schedulers follow. 
r. CONS'rRAIN'l'S 
The following constraints should be taken lnto account 
when scheduling final exams [Ref.61, [Ref.7], [Ref,B): 
• Cl. - The timetable must avoid both student and professor 
conflicts. No student or professor should have more than 
one examination at the same time. 
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• C2. - The timeframe available for final examinations is 
four days, Monday through Thursday of the 12th week of a 
quarter 
C3 . - The hours available for final examinations in a day 
are from 0800 to 1700. 
C4.- All courses that require final exam should be given 
a two hour period for this purpose. 
C5. - A student can have at most 2 exams per day. 
C6. - The room or set of rooms used for an exam has to have 
a capacity of 150% of the number of students that are 
going to take the exam. 
C7. - All segments of a same course should have the exam at 
the sarne time, even when they have different professors. 
CB. - When there is not a single room available to hold all 
the students of a professor-exam, the rooms assigned to a 
professor have to be in the same floor of the same 
building and as close as possible. No professor-exam 
should be assigned to more than three rooms. 
• C9.- There is no limit on the number of exams a faculty 
member can attend in a day, but they cannot be scheduled 
for back-to-back exams. It is mandatory to have at least 
one hour between exams. 
• ClO Faculty members cannot be scheduled to attend two 
different exams at the same time. 
• C11.- On request, some exams are preassigned a period and 
• C12. - A room that has a final exam scheduled must not be 
scheduled for any other event in the hour following the 
exam. That is, no other exam or refresher class can be 
scheduled to begin immediately after the exam. 
C13 . - Graduating students should not be scheduled for 
exams on Thursday morning, since this is the time for the 
graduation ceremony. 
C14. - Each professor teaching a course has to be assigned 
a classroom or set of classrooms for all his students 
apart from the classrooms assigned to other professors 
teaching the same course. 
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• CIS. - Some courses have two professors for the same group 
of students. In this case both professors should be 
available at the time their final examination is 
scheduled. 
G. [)Jr.SlRABLB FKA.'l't1RBS 
There some desirable characteristics of the Final Exam 
Schedule that have not been specifically expressed, but after 
many years of manual scheduling have been accepted as 
addit~onal lower pr~ority constraints [Ref. 6], [Ref. 7], 
[Ref-B]. These are: 
• DI. - It is permitted but not desirable that students have 
two exams back-to-back. 
• D2. - No requirement is established in relation to what 
hours to use from the 9 hours daily timeframe, but 
continuing with the current use by the schedulers, the 
periods to consider will be 0800-1000, 1000-1200, 1300-
1500, 1500-1700. 
D3. - If it is possible it is des~rable that final exams 
take place in the sarne room in which the corresponding 
lectures take place. 
D4. - It is desirable that exams take place in the 
building where the department's office is located. 
DS. - In the case an exam cannot be held in its own 
department building, every department has some preferences 
about alternative buildings. These are expressed in 
Appendix C. 
D6.- It is des~rable for graduating students not to have 
exams on Thursday afternoon. 
D7. - It is desirable that courses of level 1000 and 2000 
be scheduled after Tuesday. 
DB. - Constraint C6 defines a minimum room capacity for 
examinations but no maximum. It is desirable to provide 
students with as much room as possible. 
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This thesis initially implements desirable feature D2 as 
a constraint. When solutions are not found, this constraint is 
relaxed to allow for examinations to be scheduled on Friday 
morning. All other desirable features, except D8 are taken 
into account to compute the measures of effectiveness of 
the solutions obtained. Some desirable features pose 
contradictory goals. For example, an examination period could 
be good in terms of examination time distribution across the 
week and bad in terms of classrooms available; the opposite 
could happen in another period. 
H. BXCBPT'IONS 
In case a schedule can not be found with the constraints 
in Section II.F the following exceptions can be made: 
El. - Exams can be scheduled Friday morning from 0800 to 
1200. 
E2. - Examinations with preass~gned room can be scheduled 
in another room if that preassigned room is not available. 
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III.. MlUt.SORBS OF BPFBC'l'XVENBSS 
In order to assess the value of the solutions proposed as 
an alternative to the system currently in use and in order to 
conduct the policy studies cited in Section I.C, we need to 
establish some consistent, quantitative, measurable and 
credible metrics of how well the new and the old system 
ach~eve the goals. 
In regard to the first goal expressed in Section I.e, 
Shorten time, the time of execution is considered as a MOE to 
be compared with the time required by the current process of 
manual scheduling. Addit~onal time required to prepare data or 
to write and dl.stribute final documents is not considered. 
In regard to the second goal, :Improve qua1ity, the 
measures of effectiveness (MOE's) have to take into 
consideration the interests of the several groups involved in 
the problem. These are: The school administration (here 
represented by the departments), the School faculty and the 
students. Each of these groups have independent interests 
concerning the schedule of final examinations. The factors 
that make a solution satisfactozy or not for these groups 
time each examination is scheduled . 
• location (building and room) where the exam takes place. 
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• distribution of the examinations across the four days . 
• number of rooms for a given ex. :L. 
The Administration is also concerned about the percentage 
of exams included in the solution. 
In regard to the third goal Conduct policy 8tudie8, time 
is the most important factor to permit the study of new 
pobcies, provided the schedules are of high quality. 
All the MOEs can be computed with the input data and the 
solution. A stand-alone program is provided to evaluate the 
manually produced schedule with the same MOEs. The design of 
the computer program to compute the MOBs makes it possible to 
change the weights on the MOE calculations and also add 
additional measures of quality. 
A. HOB1. 'l'J:KB OF BXBCO'l'J:ON 
The MOEl expresses the time required to solve the 
scheduling problem. MOEl includes the time needed to produce 
a given number of schedules using the computer-assisted 
method. 
B. MOB2. NOHBBJ\ OF SlIA'l'S NJtVER OSBO 
From the Administration point of view it is important to 
minimize the number of different rooms used for the 
examinations, (how many times a room is used is of no 
concern). The Administration appears to have no preference on 
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the way the exams are distrJ.buted along the week, nor about 
the particular period in which an exam is scheduled. 
MOE2 is defined as the total number of seats never used 
during the final examinations week and thus available to the 
Administration for other activities. In regard to room use 
saving, it is not the same to use a small room as to use a 
large room. But it is not known what is more desirable for the 
Administration, to save a large room or to save several rooms 
with the same total number of seats as the large one. For 
large group activities the Administration would prefer the 
large room to be saved, but for several small group activJ.tles 
the alternative is better. Since no information about this 
preference is available, it is assumed that what matters is 
the total number of seats available for the Administratlon 
during all the f~nal examinations week. The larger the number 
of seats never used the better the solution obtained. 
C. HOB3. UNSCHEDULBD COtJllSBS. 
MOE3 is defined as the sum of the number of students for 
all the exams not included in the schedule. 
D. NOB4. ROOK ADBQOACY 
Faculty seems to be primarily concerned about all exams 
bel-ng scheduled in the timefrarne defined in the constraints, 
without resorting to extra periods. Faculty and students also 
have a preference for the location assigned to the 
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examinations. It is desirable that examinations be scheduled 
in the same room in which the lectures have taken place 
whenever possible. If not possible, the next preference is to 
have rooms assigned in the same building in which the lectures 
have taken place. If neither is possible, it is assumed that 
the next preference is to have room(s) assigned in the 
department building, when this is not the building where the 
lecture takes place. Finally, there are some preferred 
buildings because of the proximity to the department building. 
MOE4 is defined as the sum of the number of students of 
each exam weighted by a factor determined by the location in 
which the exam takes place. 
B. HOBS. BXAM TIIIB DISPDSION 
Students, in general, are concerned about the spread 
across the week of their exams. Normally it is preferred to 
have the exams as spread-out as possible across the week. Even 
though it is permitted for a student to have two exams in the 
same day, it is preferred that this circumstance affect the 
minimum number of students. Even though back-to-back exams are 
permitted for students this is highly undesirable. 
Even though permitted, it is also desired that graduating 
students have no exams to take on Wednesday afternoon or on 
Thursday afternoon. Constraint C13 prohibits scheduling 
examinations for graduating students on Thursday morning. 
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MOES is determined by assigning a score to every student's 
indivl.dual schedule using the following rules: 
If the student never has two exams in a day, or having two 
exams one day, the previous day had no exam, assign S 
points to this indiVl.dual schedule. 
If the student has two exams only one day, preceded by a 
day with one exam, assign 4 points to the individual 
schedule. 
If the student has two non-consecutive days with two 
exams, assign 3 points to the individual schedule. 
If the student has two consecutive days with two exams, 
assign 2 points to the individual schedule. 
Subtract one point from the prevl.OUS score for each time 
two back-to-back examinations have been scheduled. 
The higher the value obtained the better is the solution 
in regard to thl.s MOE. The assignment of examinations to 
graduating students on Thursday afternoon is penalized when 
the periods ranking is made. However, no MOE takes into 
account how many graduating students scheduled 
examinations for periods on Thursday afternoon. 
F. KOB6. WHBBR OP BACK-'l'O-BACK BXAKS 
This MOE expresses the number of students who have back-
to-back exams in the schedule. A student having back-to-back 
exams two times increases this MOE by two. 
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:tV. THB DATA 
A. CI.ASS SCHBDt1LB 0U'l'i'0'1' DOCtJH]IN'rS 
Once the process of class scheduling for the next quarter 
has been finished, the scheduling of final exams begins. At 
this time the following documents available: 
Student Schedule Cards. 
Instructor Schedule Cards. 
Regular classroom and laboratory Schedule Cards . 
• Master Instruction Schedule (except the information 
concerning Final Exams). 
A description of these documents is made in the Glossary of 
terms in Appendix A. 
B. DATA AVAJ:LABLB 
The input data for the examination scheduling problem is, 
in part, contained in the School mainframe computer. 
unfortunately, some data is not in the mainframe and has to be 
introduced manually [Ref.9). As described in Chapter VI 
Sectl.on A, the data in the School database is manually 
augmented to construct data files on the mainframe. 
The data obtained from the data files in the mainframe is 
entered into the program by input files that contain; 
• Names of the courses requiring final examination. 
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• Names of the faculty teaching every segment of any course. 
If there are two or more professors in a same segment of 
a course, this is also known. 
• Number of students assigned to every professor in each 
segment of any course. 
Code for the student cliques taking any course, and number 
of students in the clique. 
Lecture room used during the class period. 
For each course a list of conflicting courses. 
The following information not in the mainframe is also 
used by the program: 
• Rooms available for the final examinat~ons, including any 
per~od in which any room is not available. 
• unavailability of any professor at any period. This data 
is entered manually at execution t~me. 
special requirements of room or scheduling t~me for any 
exam. This data is entered manually at execution time. 
Preferred build~ngs to conduct final examinations for 
every department. This data is included in the code. 
Existence or not of graduating students in any course. 
This data is contained in a file read by the program. 
C. DESIGNATORS USBD IN 'l'KB DS SCBBDO'LING PROCBSS 
The program uses the same designators for the several 
types of data as those used by the schedulers, with only a 
minor modification concerning room identification. 
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1. Course D.signator, 
An alpha-numeric symbol consisting of two letters and 
four numbers designates each course. The first two letters 
designate the academic department which offers the 
Appendix C contains the academic department designators. 
,OJ;. Faculty Designator. 
Professors are designated by a symbol formed by two 
letters, a slash and two letters. The first two letters 
correspond to the academic department to which the professor 
belongs. The second pair is obtained from the professor's last 
name to identify the professor in the department. 
3. Clique Designator. 
A clique designator is composed of two letters and 
three or four digits. The two first letters and two first 
numbers ident~fy the section in the curriculum to which the 
clique belongs. The last digits (one or two) ~dentify the 
clique in the section. 
4. Room Designator. 
A room designator is composed of a letter indicating 
the building where the classroom is placed, one alpha-numeric 
character indicating the floor in the building in which the 
room is placed and two more digits identifying the particular 
room in that floor. In very few occasions a fifth alphabetic 
character is added to distingu~sh between two connected rooms. 
In the program implementation this fifth character has been 
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supressed and whenever necessary the room identificatl.on has 
been given a new nwnerical identification composed of a letter 
and three digits. 
D. 'l'RANSFOlUIATZON OF 'I'D INI'1':IAlo DATA 
The process of class scheduling takes place before the 
exam scheduling. The output data of the class scheduling phase 
is part of the input data for the exam scheduling problem. 
However the exam scheduling problem is solved with structures 
that are thought to be the best for this problem, not the 
structures available at the end of the class scheduling phase. 
The program developed is intended to be run in any personal 
computer not necessarily connected to the mainframe, therefore 
the data should be entered by diskette. An interface program, 
not contained in this thesis, reads the data from the 
mainframe and writes it to the diskette in the appropl.ate 
format to be read by the program of final examinations 
scheduling. This approach has the benefit that later 
modifl.catl.ons of the data structures generated by the class 
scheduling program will only require modifications in the 
interface program. 
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V. AN DtJRISTIC lU'PROACH 
A. TH.B. KBtJRISTIC APPROACH 
Before the search for a solution to the final exams 
schedule begins, it is convenient to check the feasibility of 
the problem defined. No procedure is available to test if all 
examinat~ons can be scheduled. But, there are several cases of 
easily detected infeasibility such that a significant amount 
of time wl.ll be saved if they are detected before trying to 
look for a solution. If infeasibility is detected, the program 
will warn the user about this eventuality and will continue 
looking for a solution using the EXCEPTIONS permitted 
Section II.H. 
A graph can be made in which the nodes are the exams 
necessary to schedUle. When an exam has a student clique l.n 
cornman with another exam, an arc links both nodes indicating 
a conflict in case of simultaneous scheduling. Similarly, if 
a faculty member teaches two courses there is an arc linking 
the corresponding nodes. 
It is possible that the conflict graph can be decomposed 
in two or more independent unconnected components. This does 
not mean, however, that every component can be solved as 1f it 
were an independent problem. This is because even when 
components of courses can be separated, this only happens with 
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respect to student cliques and faculty conflicts. However, all 
examinations must use the same set of rooms. Thus, the final 
exam scheduling of all courses is interrelated and has to be 
considered as a whole. 
1. A Partial Proof of Peasibility Concerning' Course 
Conflicts. 
Dun.ng the final examination week, sixteen different 
periods are available. A proof of feasibility in regard to 
student and faculty conflicts consists of applying a vertex 
coloring algorithm to the conflict graph. Since a graph 
coloring is NP-complete, there are no efficient exact 
algorithms for problems of the scale of the NPS problem. 
Therefore an heuristic algorithm would have to be used. If a 
vertex coloring algorithm can color the conflict graph with 16 
or fewer colors, the scheduling problem is feasible with 
respect to conflicting courses. The contrary is nat true, that 
is, since the coloring graph algorithm is an heuristic and not 
an exact method, ~t could be the case that the coloring 
algorithm is unable to color the graph with 16 or fewer colors 
when this is really possible. 
Thus the success of the coloring algorithm indicates 
the feasibility of the scheduling problem. The number of 
colors needed gives some indication of the inherent difficulty 
of the problem. 
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2. A Case of Infealili])Uity J)ue to Classroom. Availability. 
Every day, four different periods are available to 
schedule exams. However the constraint Cll doesn't permit a 
classroom to be used without at least an hour interval from 
exam to exam. This means that every classroom is available at 
most one period in the morning and one in the afternoon. That 
is, a classroom can be used, at most, eight times dun.ng the 
whole week. Multiplying the maximum number of classrooms 
available times 8 periods, gives the total number of 
classroom-periods available. After deducting from the number 
obtained the classrooms-periods not available for any reason, 
at least one classroom has to be assigned to every professor-
exam. Therefore if the number of professor-exams is larger 
than the remaining number of classrooms available, the problem 
has no solution. 
3. A lleasure of Course Scheduling Complexity. 
The heuristic used to solve the scheduling problem 
first assigns those exams that for several reasons are deemed 
to be complex to schedule. This complexity is evaluated by 
several factors affecting the exam. The reason the heuristic 
uses this approach is to facilitate the schedullng of these 
complex exams (in the scheduling sense) when the constraints 
of time and classroom have not yet being worsened due to the 
assignment of other exams. Therefore it is necessary to sort 
the courses by their complexity. 
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The complexity to schedule an exam is a figure that 
expresses how difficult an exam is to be scheduled taking into 
consideration those factors deemed to be s~gnificant. Those 
include: 
• Number of professors teaching the course. 
• Number of students enrolled in the course. 
• Number of remaining conflicting courses. 
• Proportion of courses already scheduled in the course 
curriculum. 
• Number of possible periods remaining for the course. 
• Whether the course has a period preass~gnment. 
• Whether the course has some early or late schedule 
preference. 
• Whether the course has room preassignment. 
Relation of number of remaining conflicts to number of 
students. 
The formula used to compute the complexity number uses 
several sets of coefficients, associated with the factors 
mentioned above. The complexity number ranks, by relative 
grade of difficulty, the exams remaining to be scheduled. 
One of the factors to determine the complexity number 
of an exam is the number of remaining courses with which the 
course conflicts. Therefore, once a course has been scheduled, 
the number of conflicts with some of the remaining unscheduled 
courses changes. The complexity numbers are recomputed every 
time an exam has been scheduled to update the order. 
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Care is taken so that a curriculum does not have all 
its courses scheduled at the beginning of the week and another 
has all its exams scheduled at the end of the week. To avoid 
this the complexity evaluation of a course takes into account 
the percentage of courses in the curriculum not yet scheduled. 
The bigger this percentage the greater is considered the 
complexity of the course; this tries to avoid great inequities 
from one curriculum to another. 
Courses belonging to the first four quarters of any 
curriculum, when students have compulsory courses and rarely 
any electives, do not have much complexity due to conflicts 
nor to the presence of graduating students. However, they 
typically have a large number of students and more than one 
professor making them appear more complex than they really 
are. For this reason and to comply with desired feature D7 a 
decrement of complexity is applied to these courses. 
When computing the complexity of a course, the number 
of feasible periods for this course are taken into account. 
The number of conflicts remaining, by itself, does not give a 
full indication of how difficult it is going to be to find a 
period for the course unless it is related with the number of 
possible periods. 
When a course has been preass~gned in time, or has a 
forbidden period at which can not be scheduled, its complexity 
is increased to force an early processing to find rooms 
available at the preassigned or permitted time. 
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The preassigrunent of room is not given additional 
complexity. 
" . A Heasure of l"er:i.od Ad.equaey. 
once one exam has been selected to be scheduled 
because of its complexity, it is determined which is the best 
possible per~od for it. The process is executed for every 
professor-exam in the course. Every period is considered to 
evaluate student and faculty availability and if those 
condit~ons are met, a room or set of classrooms is 
preselected, if possible. If all the previous conditions are 
met, the period is assigned a score depending on the location 
of the set of classrooms selected, and ~f the set is composed 
of one or more classrooms, thus fragmenting the group of 
students. This factor has to take into account the several 
professor-exams involved, since one professor could be given 
a very high score set of classrooms and another a very poor 
one. The best case happens when a professor is assigned as 
exam classroom the lecture classroom he used during the 
regular course. The process also takes into account the 
preference of some buildings versus others. To evaluate the 
period it is also necessary to consider the number of students 
that are going to have back-to-back exams in case the period 
is def~nitely chosen. How early or late the period is in the 
week is also evaluated in order to penalize the late periods 
for the exams of highest priority. This is the reason, as will 
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be seen later, for a lack of uniformity in the distribution of 
exams across the week. 
5. A lIea..un of CleaaroOlll Adequacy. 
In order to meet desirable features D3, D4 and DS, the 
algorithm ranks possible sets of classrooms taking into 
account the following factors; 
• Classroom is the lecture classroom. 
Set of rooms are located in the same building the lecture 
took place. 
Set of rooms is in the department building. 
Set of rooms is in some preferred building . 
• Number of rooms in the set of rooms selected. 
6. The Heuristic 
This thesis develops a Greedy heuristic to solve the 
problem. The algorithm presented is greedy and sequential in 
the sense that the courses are scheduled one at a time. A 
course processed and scheduled is never processed aga~n. 
The heuristic determines the scheduling complexity of 
the exams. Once this has been done, the most complex exam is 
selected to be scheduled in the most convenient period 
available. To do this another ranking has to be made about the 
adequacy of every period for the selected course. The 
algor~thm rejects all impossible periods and assigns a score 
to those possible, giving the highest score to the most 
convenient period and the lowest to the least convenient. 
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After this, the selected exam is assigned to the period with 
highest score and it is assigned classroom(sl. Every time an 
exam is processed, a new evaluation of complexity is made for 
the exams remaining to be scheduled. This procedure continues 
untll all exams have been processed. When no valid period is 
found for an exam, it is inserted in a list of unscheduled 
The solution obtained is printed or send to a file. 
The weights used to evaluate the scheduling complexity 
of a course, together with the weights given to rank the 
periods, determine the schedule obtained. If multiple sets of 
complexity coefficients are used, multiple schedules can be 
obtained. The MOE's perrnlt the user to choose the best 
schedule. There is no reason to think that the best set of 
coefflcients for a given problem is going to be the best for 
a different problem. For some problems it may be difficult to 
construct a solution that includes all the courses. Using 
several sets of coefficients increases the probability of 
obtaining a good schedule, if one exists. Hopefully, after 
adjusting the coefficients for several different problems 
(several quartersl, good sets of coefflcients will be 
ldentified. 
How many sets of coefficients to use is an arbitrary 
decision based on the time of execution and the practicality 
of identifying many substantially dlfferent sets of 
coefficients (not just fine adjustments). The present 
implementatlon contains flve sets of complexity coefficients, 
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which takes about 15 minutes on a personal computer. The user 
can modify the code very easily to include more sets of 
coefficients, but this increases the execution time and may 
not lead to better solutions. 
B. PROGRAM DCPLBHBN'l'A'l'ION. 
The program has been implemented in Turbo-Pascal. There 
are two programs implemented, the first one finds the 
solutions for the final examination problem. This program 
permits the user to enter some initial conditions such as: 
Excluded days for any examination. 
• Preassigned period for any examination. 
• Preassigned room for any examination. 
• Non-availability of any room at any period. 
• Non-availability of any professor at any period. 
A stand-alone program has been developed that reads a 
previous solution in a given format and evaluates the 
corresponding MOEs. This permits comparison of solutions 
obtained by the manual process with those obtained by the 
heuristic computer program. 
1. General Flow Chart. 
Appendix D shows the highest level flow chart of the 
final examination scheduling program. 
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2 . Period Ranking Flow Chart. 
Appendix E shows the flow chart of the period ranking 
process. 
3. Sets of Constraints. 
Initially the constraints implemented in the program 
are those expressed in Section II.F and Section II.G. However, 
it is possible to relax the constraint of 16 periods to 18 
periods and to relax the preassignment of rooms (Exceptions E1 
ar.d E2:. Both constraints are modified at the same ::ime. 
4. Coefficianta to Determine Complexity. 
There are sets of coeffic~ents that permit the user to 
vary the we~ght assigned to each factor affecting the 
d::'fficulty of scheduling a course, l~ke the number of 
students, the number of conflicts of this course with other 
courses, special requirements, etc. 
The program performs 5 iterations using 5 different 
sets of coeff~cients in order to find a feasible solution. If 
no solution is found after using the 5 available sets of 
coeffic~ents, the set of constraints in force is modif~ed and 
5 new J.teratior:s are made using every set of coefficients. 
Through the selection of these coefficients and those 
of period evaluation the performance of the program ~s 
modified. The task of Elnding good sets af caefficie::1.ts 
requires running the program with many different sets of 
coefficients and then analyzing the results obtained. Since 
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the solution obtained does not have a linear relationship with 
the variables, a very small variation in a set of coefficients 
can result in totally different solutions or even not produce 
any solution. Intuition is of limited value when modifying the 
coefficients. 
5. Courae Scheduling Complexity Bvaluation. 
The formula used to evaluate complexity is the 
following: 
A * Number of professors + 
B * Number of students + 
C * Number of remaining conflicts + 
D * % of yet unscheduled exams in the curriculum + 
E * Number of infeasible periods + 
F * (remaining conflicts/possible periods)+ 
G * (remaining conflicts/number of students) + 
H (if exam has a preassigned period) + 
I (if exam contains graduating students) + 
J (if course level 1000 or 2000). 
The different sets of complexity coefficients used by 
the present implementation are shown in Table 5.1. These 
coefficients have been found by a trial and error process. 
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TABLE 5 1 COEFFICIENTS USED TO EVALUATE COURSE COMPLEXITY 
COEFF 1st SET 2nd SET 3rd SET 4th SET 5th SET 
A 50 50 50 50 50 
B 20 20 20 20 20 
C 200 300 80 1 200 
D 2 2 2 2 2 
E 1 1 1 1 1 
F 100 1 0 50 200 
G 100 300 300 600 10 
H 250 450 250 250 250 
I 400 0 400 400 400 
J -200 -300 -200 -200 -200 
As can be seen, the coefficients D and E have little 
impact in the present implementation, but provision 1S made 
for future modifications. 
6. Rule. to Aa.ign Period Seore. 
The routine to construct scores for the feasible 
periods, modify the period score in the following manner: 
• All period scores are 1nitialized to zero. 
If the period is a preassigned period for that 
eXaInnatl.on, the score is the maXl.mum integer possible in 
the computer. 
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If the course has a preassigned classroom which is 
available in the period, the period score is the rnaximun 
integer possible in the computer decreased by 100 times 
the number of the period being eva:' 'J.ated. In this way 
priority is given to the earlier per~ods. 
If the room found is the lecture room for course lectures, 
the score is increased by 2 O. 
If the room is in one of the three most preferred floors 
the score is increased by 3. 
If the room is in one of the three next most prefered 
buildings the score is increased by 2. 
If the set of rooms found is composed of a single room, 
the score of the period is increased by 20. 
If the set of rooms is composed of two rooms, the score of 
the period is increased by 10. 
If there is no room possible in the period the score is 
assigned a particular number indicating this fact. 
7 • OUtput Layout. 
since the program developed is not intended for a 
final user. the output is not comprehensive. Only the 
following outputs are provided: 
a. Courae Aaa.1.gnment:. 
For every professor-exam unit the follow~ng 
information is printed: 
A sample of the printout is shown in Appendix F. 
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b. Courses Dot SC.beduled. 
A list of unscheduled courses (if any) is given. In 
all courses have been scheduled the message is • ALL 
COURSES SCHEDULED". 
c. HOBs. 
The measures of effectiveness discussed in Chapter 
III are evaluated and printed after processing all 
examinations with each set of coefficients. Only the time of 
execution MOEl is not printed. 
• MOE2. (Number of seats never used) = 
• MOE3. (Number of exams unscheduled) 
• MOE4. (Room adequacy) = 
• MOES. (Exams dispersion in time) 
• MOE6. (Number of back-to-back exams) 
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VI. ANALYSIS OF HANOAL AND COMPtJTBB.-ASSl:S'l'BD SOLtJ'l'IONS 
WINTER Q'O'AR'l'Bll 1994. 
The problem of final examinations scheduling varies in 
size from quarter to quarter, but not significantly. The 
problem changes because the number of students, courses given, 
professors teaching and room availability can change from one 
quarter to the next. For the last four years the number of 
students has remained between 1800 and 2000. The number of 
professors has not changed substantially, e~ther. The number 
of courses has a more irregular variation from quarter to 
quarter. The number of rooms available has very small 
variations except when a new building is added to the set of 
academic buildings, as happened in the Winter Quarter of 1993. 
For all these reasons a specific quarter, the Winter 1994, 
has been selected to compare the manual and computer-assisted 
solutions. Also, for policy studies conducted in chapter VII, 
the problem of the 1994 Winter Quarter is the base. The 
dimensions of this problem are shown in Section II.C. 
A. :INPtJ'l' DATA 
There is no comprehensive computer support for the current 
scheduling process. Data on the course requests by the 
students is in a School database but is held only long enough 
to print reports for the schedulers and then it is destroyed. 
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The Master Schedule that contains the course and final 
examination schedule is held briefly in electronic form. The 
assignment of faculty to courses and special scheduling 
requests is available only in hand written form. Professor 
Gordon Bradley with the help of Senior Programming Analyst 
Lloyd Nolan has developed procedures and a set of programs to 
capture the data that is available in the mainframe and to 
enter other data manually. This data was used to produce 
input files. 
B. MODXFXCA'l'XONS '1'0 THB INITZAL DATA 
In order to facil.l.tate the program implementation, all 
classroom names are assumed to be composed of 5 characters, 
the second being a (-). Since some rooms in the data have S.l.X 
character names, such as H-lOlA, whenever a room contains a 
trail.l.ng alphabetic character, this has been supressed and the 
room has been ass.l.gned a 5 character designator. To do this a 
different number has been assigned. For example: rooms H-201E 
and H-201F become H-200 and H-201 respectively. 
c. DNt1AL SOLt1TION BVALt1A'l'ION 
1. Conatraint violations. 
The manual solution has been observed to violate on 
two occassions the constraint C9, that forbids a professor to 
have more than one exam during the same period. Two small 
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courses taught by the same professor were scheduled for the 
sarne room (presumable at the professor's request). 
2. Time to Get a Solution. 
The time estimated to get a solution by the manual 
method, with two experienced persons working on it, is 
estimated to be close to five days. 
3. KOllII. 
The manual solution obtained by the schedulers has 
been evaluated by the program with the following results: 
• MOE2 (number of seats never used) = 177 
• MOE3 (number of exams unsolved) ::: 0 
• MOE4 (room adequacy) = 3533 
• MOE5 (exams dispersion in time) = 3246 
• MOE6 (number of back-to-back exams) = 52 
4. Final Examination Distribution Acr08lil the Week. 
Table 6.1 presents the results obtained by the manual 
process. Notice the final exam~naton accumulation in the first 
and th~rd period of each day. Also notice that more final 
examinations are scheduled at the beginning of the week than 
at the end. This result, probably coming from a greedy 
approach, is also observed in the computer-ass~sted solution. 
The observed preference of the schedulers for the first and 
third period of each day is not included in the DESIRABLE 
FEATURES listed in II.G. 
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TABLE 6. 1 MANUAL SOLUTION: 
NUMBER OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS, ROOMS USED 
AND STUDENTS EXAMINED FOR EACH PERIOD 
MON TUE WED 
0800 # OF EXAMS 28 28 22 
1000 # OF ROOMS 35 3. 25 
# OF STUDENTS 525 515 465 
1000 # OF EXAMS 4 1 0 
1200 # OF ROOMS 6 1 0 
# OF STUDENTS 102 24 0 
1300 # OF EXAMS 24 25 15 
1500 # OF ROOMS 35 36 21 
# OF STUDENTS 652 617 447 
1500 # OF EXAMS 2 7 3 
1700 # OF ROOMS 2 7 4 
#OF STUDENTS 36 71 55 
D. COMPO'l'BR-ASSIST2D SOLO'l'ION &VALUATION 














with the present set of coefficients and the problem 
conditions of the Winter quarter 1994, f~ve solutions are 
obtained containing all the courses. Any additional constraint 
or in~tial condition could cause a change in the solution. The 
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current time to run the program for five sets of coefficients 
is 15 minutes on a PC 486(33). 
2. HOBa. 
The computer-assisted solution has been evaluated 
with the same algorithm as the manual solution, obtaining the 
following results: 
• MOE2 (number of seats never used) '" 76 
• MOE3 (number of exams unsolved) = 0 
• MOE4 (room adequacy) = 3094 
• MOES (exams dispersion in time) ., 3193 
MOE6 (number of back-to-back exams) '" 110 
All MOEs are considered acceptable even though the 
number of back-to-back exams are more than double the number 
obtained in the manual solution. The minimization of this 
figure is a DESIRABLE FEATURE of the program but not a 
CONSTRAINT. There are no violations to the constraints of the 
problem. 
3. Final Bxamination Distribution Acro •• the Week. 
Table 6.2 shows the distribut~on of the number of 











TABLE 6.2 COMPUTER-ASSISTED SOLUTION: 
NUMBER OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS. ROOMS USED 
AND STUDENTS EXAMINED FOR EACH PERIOD 
MON TUE WED 
# OF EXAMS 9 8 16 
# OF ROOMS 23 11 2. 
# OF STUDENTS 288 196 422 
If OF EXAMS 29 21 12 
# OF ROOMS 41 29 15 
# OF STUDENTS 617 410 211 
# OF EXAMS 26 19 11 
# OF ROOMS 44 33 14 
# OF STUDENTS 706 535 208 
# OF EXAMS 13 9 5 
# OF ROOMS 18 17 6 














B. DIFFDBNCBS BB'l'WBBN 'l'HB HANt7AL AND COHPtJ'1'BR~ASSISTBD 
SOLUTIONS. 
There are several notable differences between the manual 
and the computer-assisted solutions. The heuristics applied in 
the computer-assisted solution are those used in the manual 
approach except for the very important fact that the program 
never reconsiders a previous assignment of exam to a period 
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and room (s). The schedulers backtrack very often in their 
search for an optimal solution. This is not easy to do in a 
practical manner with a programming language not designed for 
Artificial Intelligence programming. It is evident from 
observing Tables 6.1 and 6.2 that the greedy approach of both 
systems lead to an inbalance of exams during the week. Even 
so, the inbalance is more marked for the computer-assisted 
solution than for the manual solution. This is explained by 
the fact that the scheduler can spread the exams once a 
solution has been reached and the program ends when a feasible 
solution is reached; no further attempt is made to improve it. 
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VII. POLICY STUDJ:J:S USING TRB COHP'O'TBR-ASSIS'l'KD KETRon. 
A. THO POLICY S'l'ODIBS 
Chapter I Section C suggests several policy studies that 
are possible to do by means of the computer-assisted program. 
In the present section two policy studies are explored. 
The issues for detailed study have been arbitrarily chosen by 
the author. Thirteen additional policy studies are described 
in Chapter VIII. 
Some of the policy stud~es require modifying part of the 
program, others don't. An improved vers~on of the present 
program could give the user the possibility of testing 
different policies without entering in the code. 
B. RBSOL'l'S WI'l'H RBDtJC'l'ION IN 'l'HB NtlHBER OF ROCHS 
This study is made with two different additional 
constraints. In the first case a whole floor of Root Hall is 
supressed. Root Hall is not considered as critical as other 
buildings because no curiculum with a large number of students 
resides in it. This case will decrease by nine the number of 
classrooms available, with room sizes between 20 and 45 
tables. A second test is made cancelling all rooms lon the 
florst floor of Glasgow Hall, which is considered to be a 
critical bUlolding with 11 classrooms, with room sizes between 
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20 and 180 (one with size 20, seven with sizes between 30 and 
4.0, two be"" "een 40 and 50, and one Wl.th size 180). 
1. No RoOllUl Available in Root Hall. 
Five solutions were obtained without modifying the 
coefficients used for the regular problem. The MOEs obtained 
and shown in Table 7.1 show little deterioration from the 
solution shown in Table 6.2. All other conditions are the same 
as those in the manual solution. 
2. MOBs with no 1lO0lIl8 in Root Ball. 
o MOE2 (number of seats never used) = 16 
• MOE3 (number of exams non solved) '" 0 
• MOE4 (room adequacy) = 3118 
• MOES (exams dispersion in time) '" 3186 
• MOE6 (number of back~to-back exams) '" 117 
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TABLE 7.1 COMPUTER~ASSISTED SOLUTION: 
NUMBER OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS, ROOMS USED 
AND STUDENTS EXAMINED FOR EACH PERIOD 
WITHOUT ROOT HALL 2nd FLOOR 
MON TUE WED 
# OF EXAMS 8 11 20 
# OF ROOMS 22 14 32 
# OF STUDENTS 281 206 471 
# OF EXAMS 25 20 12 
# OF ROOMS 36 28 14 
# OF STUDENTS 573 427 176 
# OF EXAMS 24 20 13 
# OF ROOMS 42 34 17 
# OF STUDENTS 672 538 255 
# OF EXAMS 11 8 6 
# OF ROOMS 16 15 7 














4. HOZs with no Rooas on First Floor of Glasgow Hall. 
The program was again run using the coefficients 
reported for the regular problem. The program obtains 
solutions without violating any constraint for all five sets 
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of coefficients. The solution considered to have the best MOEs 
has the following values: 
• MOE2 (number of seats never used) = 16 
• MOE3 (number of exams non solved) = 0 
• MOE4 (room adequacy) '" 3047 
• MOES (exams dispersion in time) = 3167 
• MOE6 (number of back-to-back exams) = 106 
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TABLE 7.2 COMPUTER-ASSISTED SOLUTION: 
NUMBER OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS, ROOMS USED 
AND STUDENTS EXAMINED FOR EACH PERIOD 
WITHOUT GLASGOW HALL 1ST FLOOR 
MON TUE WED 
# OF EXAMS 8 16 16 
# OF ROOMS 21 20 29 
# OF STUDENTS 294 266 421 
4* OF EXAMS 25 23 11 
# OF ROOMS 39 33 15 
# OF STUDENTS 572 488 225 
# OF EXAMS 22 22 11 
# OF ROOMS 36 39 14 
IF OF STUDENTS 574 59' 201 
# OF EXAMS 10 10 5 
# OF ROOMS 18 14 6 














C. aBSOLTS OB'l'AINBD CONVD.'l'ING DBSntABLB P'BATtJU Dl IN'l'O A 
RIGID CONS'l'RA:tN'l' 
It is interesting to test the effects that forbid~ng back-
to-back exams has on the solution. The reason for this 
interest lies not only in considering the occurrence of back-
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to-back exams a very important inconvenience. If imposing th~s 
r~gid constraint causes a certain number of examinations not 
to be scheduled. it could be suspected tha" -tudent conflicts 
are the mast critical factor in the c:urrent problem. 
Acceptable solutions were obta:.' :d despite the supression of 
12 classrooms considered critical because their size and 
location. Th~s showed that classroom availability in the 
present situat~on is far from being critical. If the test now 
conducted ~s not able to construct solutions as good as those 
obtained in Sect~on B of this Chapter we could conclude that 
student conflicts critical than classroom 
availability. 
Running the program with the same complexity coefficients 
mentioned in Chapter V. none of the five sets of coefficients 
was able to get a solution containing all the courses. The 
best solution was unable to schedule six courses. 
1. MOBB with no aaek-to-back 2xame h:m.itted. 
The MOEs obtained differ from those in the regular 
problem in an ~mprovement in the number of seats never used, 
a deteroration in rooms assignment adequacy. an improvement in 
time distribution along the week and of course a total 
unprovement in number of back-to-back exams since this is the 
new contraint imposed. The time of execution is not 
significant and is of the same order as all previous 
executions. The results are: 
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• MOE2 (number of seats never used) = 146 
• MOE3 (number of exams non solved) = 6 
• MOE4 (room adequacy) = 2987 
• MOES (exams dispersion in time) = 3228 
• MOE6 (number of back-to-back exams) '" 0 
since 6 exams have not been scheduled, the program can be 
executed again with exception E1 in force, allowing exams to 
be scheduled on Friday. 
2. Distribution of Bxams, Students and Rooma for Bvery 
period. 
Table 7.3 shows the distribution of final examinations 
obtained when no back-to-back examinations are permitted. 
There are three periods with no examinations assigned and as 
a consequence the other periods contain a greater number of 










TABLE 7.3 COMPUTER-ASSISTED SOLUTION: 
NUMBER OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS, ROOMS USED 
AND STUDENTS EXAMINED FOR EACH PERIOD 
WITH NO BACK TO BACK EXAMS PERMITT-::> - -
-
MON TUE WED 
# OF EXAMS 13 8 14 
# OF ROOMS 26 19 25 
# OF STUDENTS 335 397 387 
# OF EXAMS 18 18 9 
# OF ROOMS 2' 29 11 
# OF STUDENTS 345 401 143 
# OF EXAMS 35 32 14 
# OF ROOMS 49 53 19 
# OF STUDENTS 1035 808 303 
# OF EXAMS 1 0 0 
# OF ROOMS 1 0 0 















ACHIEVEMENT OF THE GOALS 
1. Shorten Time. 
2. Improve Quality. 
3. Po~icy Studies. 
B. POSSIBLB IHPROVBHZNTS TO THI: HBORIS'l'IC 
There are some possibilities to improve the heuristic that 
have not been tested. The schedulers, in their heuristic 
manual method, preschedule some examinat~ons known from past 
experience to be the cause of a great deal of difficulty. If 
those examinations are manually prescheduled in the computer-
assisted procedure, a better solution may be obtained. Other 
possible improvements consist in determining those 
examinations containing students with 4 or more examinations 
and giving them the highest priority to be scheduled. Also, a 
more deta~ned search for adequate coefficients, both to 
evaluate scheduling complexity and to rank periods, could 
yield improved results. 
Another way of ~rnproving the solution obtained is to apply 
a process of local search. By this process every possible 
interchange of two exams is studied, and if some benefit is 
obtained, the change is performed. This process can then be 
repeated until no improving-interchange can be found. 
Heuristic methods such as simulated annealing and tabu 
search could also be used to improve the solution [Ref.15] and 
[Ref .16J. 
C. FU'I'DRB POLICY S'l'ODIBS 
The computer-assisted method developed in this thesis 
should permit consideration of some policy issues that require 
the construction of schedules under different assumptions. 
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These studies are not possible by manual methods given the 
length of time required to get a solution. 
1. Graduating Stu4enta 
Currently the information available to the schedulers 
does not contain an exact indication of which courses contain 
students who graduate in that final examination week. The 
knowledge of this data is important given constraint C13 which 
forbids graduating students to make final exams on Thursday 
morning. The schedulers currently have to guess which courses 
have graduating students. They typically designate any student 
tak~ng a thesis slot and only 3000 or 4000 level courses as 
graduating. This guess imposes an unnecesary restrict~on since 
many students ~n addition to those graduat~ng can satisfy it. 
In the present research a study has been made to determine 
which courses contain graduating students. It is of interest 
how that increased accuracy in the input data affects the 
output. 
2. Courses not Hol4ing e. Final Examination 
Currently not all courses which have a final 
examination scheduled really hold it at the end of the course. 
Sometimes the professor replaces the final examination 
requirement by some other equivalent requisite, for example a 
paper, presentation, etc. 
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If these courses were known exact.ly and in time for 
the schedulers to remove them from the list of courses 
requiring final examination, the problem would be simplified. 
3. Impact of Final Examinations for all Courses 
In the Wl.nter quarter of 1994, 68.5% of the courses 
required final examinations. It is interesting to know if it 
is feasible with the current constraints to construct a final 
examination schedule containing all the courses in the 
quarter, or if it is neccesary to modify those requirements 
and in what way. 
4. Impact of Refresher Courses 
The refresher courses are held up to and includl.ng the 
final examination week. It is possible for a professor to have 
both refresher course lectures and final examination during 
the final examination week. A student may also have a 
refresher class and one or more final examinations. The impact 
of this on the solution is of interest; it could influence the 
refresher courses schedule. Classrooms used by refresher 
courses put an additional constraint on room aval.lability that 
is worth studying. 
5. Impact of Delaying Final Bxamination Scheduling 
At the time the final examination is produced, in the 
present manual solution situation, the courses that every 
student is going to take during the next quarter is not 
definitely determined. Students have the opportunity to modify 
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their program during the first two weeks of the quarter. The 
proportion of stu~-.9nts that made some kind of modification to 
their programs dl. .:-ng the f:~st two weeks c: the 1994 winter 
quarter was approximately 30%. The possible conflicts that 
arise in the final examination schedule because of these 
modl.ficatians are dealt directly by professor and students. 
If the final examination scheduling could be postponed until 
after the second week of a quarter, better information on 
students course enrollment would be available and these late 
modifications could be taken into account. 
6. Identify Qu.ality Measure. 
The computer-assisted scheduling provides a means to 
study the sensitivity of different measures of effectiveness 
to different input. Some MOEs of interest are difficult to 
obtain from the manual solution. It is easier to construct 
statistical measures with a computer program than request it 
from the schedulers. 
7. Impact of Osing 'rhree Non-consecutive Periods a Day 
Currently four exam periods a day are being used by 
the schedulers and these are also the periods used by the 
program developed in this thesis. This is not a rigid 
constraint but a convention adopted by the schedulers. The two 
hour periods currently used begin at 0800, 1000, 1300 and 
1500. Since both professors and rooms require at least an 
empty period of one hour between exams, this means that both 
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8. Degree of Room Utilization 
9. Impact of Using Additional Spaces 
10. Impact of Non-simultaneity for all Segments of a 
11. Impact of Students with More Than Four Examinations 
12. Effect of Different Periods each Day 
('2 
a day. The same is applicable to the number of final 
examinations a profesor could be asigned in a day. 
13. Impact of Changalil in the NUmber of Students. 
A simplistic approximation to future increases ~n the 
number of students can be done by increasing in the same 
proportion the number of students in every course and assigned 
to every professor. For a better study it would be, probably, 
necessary to ~ncrease the number of professors teaching some 
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APPBNDnt A: GLOSSARY OF 'rBRHS 
Back-to-back exams - Two exams held in consecutive periods. 
Best period - The period available to schedule an exam in 
which the partial MOE is optimized. This does not necessarily 
gl.ve the best MOEs for the total scheduling solution. 
Classroom exam capacity - The real capacity of a room divided 
by 1.5. 
Classroom period - A two hour period in which a classroom can 
be scheduled for an exam. 
Conflicting courses - Two courses conflict if they contal.n at 
least a common student or are taught by the same professor. 
Course - A discipline taught by one or more professors, in one 
or more rooms, and requiring a final examination. 
Course-scheduler - The person(s), assigned to the Registrar's 
Office, in charge of constructing the final exams schedule. 
Course Segment - When the number of students taking a course 
make it necessary to divide them in smaller groups with 
different professors and dl.fferent times or rooms, or the same 
professor and different times, each group of students 
assigned to a professor in a period constitutes a "Course 
Segment" . 
Examl.natl.on - The time period, professors and classrooms that 
define when, where and by whom an exam is going to be taken. 
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At this period of time all professors teaching this course 
should be free of other cormnitments. Classrooms should be 
available for every Professor-Exam. All students taking this 
exam should be free of other obligations. 
Examination complexity number - Figure indicat~mg the 
difficulty of scheduling an exam in relation with others. 
Examination Period - A period of two hours assigned to take an 
exam of a course. It needs to be between 0800 and 1700 of the 
days (Monday through Thursday) assigned for Final 
Examinations. 
Final exams week - The four days (Monday through Thursday) of 
the twelfth week of a quarter in which Final Exams are held. 
Floor - The set of classroom in the same floor of an academic 
building. Two classroom in the same floor 
considered to be close to each other and are valid for 
professor-exam assignment. 
Group conflict - The situation produced when trying to 
schedule an exam in a determined period and another exam has 
been previously assigned to the same period for some of the 
student group participating in the exam. 
Instructor Schedule Card - A 5" x 8" card on which the 
schedule of classes of a faculty member for the next quarter 
is written. There is one for every faculty member with 
lectures assigned during next quarter. 
Lecture Classroom - The classroom in which a Course Segment 
takes the lectures during the quarter. 
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preassigned period - An exam for which a special requirement 
of period time has been requested. 
Preassigned room - An exam for which a special requirement of 
classroom has been requested. 
Professor-exam - The exam that a professor gives to all the 
segments of one course he/she is teaching. It requires a 
classroom or set of classrooms independent of other Professor-
exams, even in the same course. 
Professor-Exam Classroom - A set of classrooms assigned to a 
professor during an exam period for all his student" of the 
same course, (could belong to one or more segments). 
Regular classroom and Laboratory Schedule Card - A 5" x 8" 
card on which the schedule of classes held in the clasroom 
for that quarter is written. There is one for every classroom. 
Room available - The situation relative to a classroom that is 
available at a period for an exam and has at least one hour of 
no use immediately after the exam. 
Solution - The set of all exams with their professors, 
classrooms and periods. 
Solution value - The Measure of Effectiveness of the solution 
found. 
Student clique - A group of students in the same curriculum 
who take the same courses during the quarter. 
Student Schedule Card - AS" x 8" card on which the schedule 
of classes of a student clique for the next quarter is 
written. All students in the same clique have identical 
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Student Sched'.l~e Ca;ds and thereEo.:::'e coly one Card I:"Lade 
'_he names of concerned. A ~s made 
f-:-1' cot'.ldent concer:le(~ 
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APPKNDIX .: ACAnBHIC J)JlPAlt'1'HllN'l' DBS:tGNATORS 
Administrative Sciences 
Service Courses 
Telecommunications Systems Management 
Information Systems 
Management 
Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Antisubmarine Warfare 
Command, Control and Communications 
Computer Science 





































APPIINDIX C: FLOOR PRBPIIRBNCBS BY DBPAR'l'HBN'l' 
Sequence of floor preferences for each department in 
decreasing order of preference. The preferences are indicated 
by two characters the first one indicates the building and the 
second one indicates the floor in that building. The building 
indicators are: 
H '" Halligan Hall, 
B = Bullard Hall, 
R = Root Hall, 
I '" Ingersoll Hall, 
S '" Spanagel Hall, 
G '" Glasgow Hall, 
The preferences are: 
DEPARTMENT 
DESIGNATOR PREFERENCES 
AA Hl,H2, Bl, B2, R2, Rl, Il, 12, n, 52, 53, 54, 
Sl. GO, G1, G3. 
AS Il, 12, 13, R2, R1, GB, G1, G3, S2, S3, S4, Sl, 
HI, H2, Bl. B2. 
eM S3, S2, S4, Sl, R2, R1, B1, B2, Hl. H2, 12, 13, 
I1,G1, GB, G3. 
IS 11, 12, 13, S4, S3, S2, Sl, GB, G1, G3, R2, R1, 
HI, H2, Bl. B2. 
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~ U, D, ~, GB, m, 00, ~, u, U, H21, m, ~, 
u, ~, u, n. 
~ n, ~, m, ~, ~, U, li, U, D, U, ~, M, 
n, GB, m, m. 
H ~, U, M, n, n, u, m, m, u, ~, U, D, 
Il, GB, m, m. 
oc n, u, ~, a, M, n, m, ~, m, m, u, D, 
Il, m, a m. 
~ M, ~, U, Sl, ~, U, m, m, m, ~, u, D, 
Il, m, a m. 
~ ~, a, n, M, ~, U, m, m, u, m, u, I3, 
Il, m, GB, m. 
-
~, U, M, n, ~, u, m, m, u, ~, U, D, 
Il, m, GB, m. 
ro ~, u, M, n, ~, u, ro, m, m, ~, u, D, 
Il, m, ~, m. 
m, GB, 00, U, I3, ~, U, Il, U, ~, M, U, 
u, m, ro, m. 
~ m, m, ro, ~, ~, n, u, ~, n, M, GB, m, 
00, u, n, Il. 
-
U, u, ~, M, n, n, ro, m, ru, m, u, D, 
Il, m, GB, m. 
~ n, n, u, D, ~, m, 00, li, U, ~, u, u. 
m, m, ro, ~. 
-
GB, m, 00, n, u, u, I3, Il, U, ~, M, n, 
u, m, ro, m. 
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oc n, n, M, n, U, n, D, n, n, m, a, a, 
Q, m, M, ~. 
~ u, n, n, D, ~ Q, m, n, n, n, M, n, 
m, a, M, ~. 
M GB, Q, ~, n, D, u, n, n, n, n, M, n, 
m, a, M, ~. 
~ GB, Q, ~, n, D, u, n, n, n, n, u, n, 
n, D, M, ~. 
-
n, n, n, M, n, u, M, ~, n, a, D, D, 
li, GB, Q, m. 
a n, n, n, u, n, u, m, D, M, ~, GB, Q, 
m, D, n, li. 
n m, u, n, D, M, ~, n, n, M, GB, m, m, 
n, D, li. 
n n, n, M, n, u, m, D, M, ~, GB, m, ~, 
D, n, n. 
APPBNDIX D: HrGH L2VKL PLOW CHART 01" THB PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX F: PAR'l'DL SOLOTION OO''l'PO'l' 
SCHEDULE FOR THE SET OF COEFFICIENTS # 1 
COURSE" NS3252; FACULTY"" NS/HL; PERIOD = monday 0800-1000 
ROOM 1 '" G303; ROOM 2 '" G306: ROOM 3 = G386 
COURSE", NS3252; FACULTY NS/TT: PERIOD", monday 0800-1000 
ROOM 1 '" 1260; ROOM 2 '" 1263 
COURSE", NS3252; FACULTY", NS/JO; PERIOD", monday 0800-1000 
ROOM 1 '" G387; ROOM 2 '" G388; ROOM 3 '" G389 
- (ALL OTHER COURSES, FACULTY. PERIOD AND ROOM ASSIGNMENTS)-
MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
MOE2, NUMBER OF SEATS NEVER USED", 76 
MOE3, NUMBER OF NON SOLVED EXAMS '" 0 
MOE4. MEASURE OF ROOM ADEQUACY", 3094 
MOE5, EXAMS DISPERSION IN TIME '" 3193 
MOE6. NUMBER OF BACK TO BACK EXAMS '" 110 
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